The complete order-g' deep-inelastic (DI) and Drell-Yan (DY) parton cross sections are evaluated in a general (n +0) axial gauge. Our study tests the compatibility of the principal-value prescription with basic field-theory principles (unitarity, analyticity, and gauge invariance), and it confirms the validity of the known on/off-shell mass and infrared regularization techniques, provided the double-cut rule is followed. 
I. INTRODUCTION Gauge field theories bear the freedom of gauge choice. In a non-Abelian gauge field theory like quantum chromodynamics (@CD), the choice of a covariant gauge leads to Faddeev-Popov ghosts which, however, decouple from the physical 8 matrix. In order to prevent the ghost problem, a gauge can be chosen where the gauge field has only physical polarizations. Since the discovery of @CD as a theory of strong interactions, much interest has been devoted to the axial gauge (n~A =O), which is an example of a ghost-free gauge. The gauge field (gluon) propagator is then given by ""(") -i "n" k" n"k"~2 k"k" k +if n~k (n~k) (1.1) k +zT he axial gauge is most fruitful in establishing formal proofs, for instance, of mass factorization in deep-inelastic (DI) processes. In the calculation of Green's functions and jor cross sections, however, extra complexities arise due to the spurious singularities (n~k) ' There is no investigation which has pushed the analysis to the highly sensitive (and indeed decisive) nonlogarithm contributions.
We emphasize their importance since they are intimately related to the asymptotic-freedom (AF) correction terms of the DI structure functions and the Drell-Yan (DY} cross section. Tables I-IX. II. CALCULATION PROCEDURE Before going into the details of our calculations, we discuss in this section the crucial assumptions in our calculations and explain the techniques employed.
Our first discussion point concerns the vector n". It can be freely chosen, but once a choice is made it must be consistently followed. Calculations with unspecified n are awkward. In this paper we have chosen n spacelike (n &0). Considerable simplifications occur if n is identified with an asymptotic kinematical variable, which in the Bjorken limit becomes larger than the regulator masses. In our analysis of the DI graphs we identify n = -q, whereas in the DY process we set a=pe -p2. If the gluon momentum is ignored, n' has one and the same value. Such 
A. Graphs and notation
The order-g DI cut graphs are shown in Fig. 1 .
Using the notation of Ref. 7(a) , the parton structure functions are composed of g(z q )=(P *+&j 1+ 5 2) + (~R-hL&a + 0s-Iaf t) I',. and X, -depend on p~n , n, and the mass parameters. The electromagnetic vertex correction in the axial gauge reads F'(», t2, n) =r"~+~'OAF +62~F" The I", E', and E" are functions of q, p, .~n , and n . All UV divergence is confined to the first term E in Eq. (2.4). In the actual calculation, I' is contracted as (P2+ m2) I'(tI~+ mq). Therefore, in the Bjorken limit only the'first term sur- (3.4) and (3.5) cancel; those of Eq. (3.6) persist (see Table I , column 3). All w terms in Eqs.
(3.4) and (3.5) disappear in the sum. The analogous off-shell results, evaluated for n=-q, are listed in Table I (where jq» pq ). The same features emerge. As in the on-shell case, all miss singularities and 7t terms disappear in I' ".
The persisting IR logarithm is traced back to E"*(2). The complete contribution of the electromagnetic vertex correction to the DI structure function reads S =~(0) +~( I)+~ (2) corresponding to the three values of g.
We consider the electromagnetic vertex correction of Figs. 1(aq) and 1 (a) . For on-shell mass assignment and general n the asymptotic forms are found: (3.14)
(and also on-shell) results evaluated for n =-q, are shown in Table II also appear with opposite signs in E" (xI) (see Table I ). Comparing the l. n2 coefi'icient in Z' for different mass assignments, we notice the appearance of a factor 2 while going from on-shell to off-shell. This phenomenon is also observed in E~*(0) and E" (x1) (Sudakov form factor). The contribution of the self-energy S, . to the DI structure function takes the form
The hard-gluon contributions from the outer rainbow, Fig. 1(b,) , the inner rainbow, Fig. 1(c,) , and the interference graphs, Figs. 1 (a,) and (a,) The interference graphs in Fig. 1 (1 z)
For the inner rainbow graph Fig. 1(c) Fig. 1(c,) . In Table IV Fig. 1 (c,) and 1(c,), Table IL C. DI structure functions in the axial gauge
In Table VI we have assembled the complete DI structure function in, the axial and also in the Feynman gauge. For on-shell and massive offshell assignments, both gauges lead to the same result. Choosing massless off-shell, however, reveals gauge dependence which is traced back to the outer rainbow graph, Fig. 1(b,) , and the external self-energies, Figs. 1 Fig. 2(c,) (p"-P"P"-P"m"=m"-m", rn, -X), both lead to the same result, Fig. 1(b~) Fig. 2 (a ) integrals of the form The integrals with a (n k)' in the denominator can be determined via k differentiation. 
